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The kinetics of the capture of hot carriers in a semiconductor with shallow impurities and with
recombination traps of two types is considered. The electron heating is due to flow of direct
current. In the equation for the field intensity in the sample, however, the displacement current is
also taken into account. The conditions under which stochastic self-oscillations of the carrier
density and of the field intensity set in (with the static differential conductivity remaining positive)
are indicated.
PACS numbers: 72.20.5~

Q 1. INTRODUCTION, BASIC EQUATIONS
The problem of carrier behavior in a semiconductor
containing shallow donors and two types of impurity with
deeper levels, in the presence of a heating electric field, was
considered long ago.' It was shown that self-oscillation of
the density of the free carriers (and hence of the current density) sets in under certain conditions, owing to the periodically changing rates of the impurity-to-band transition. No
account was taken, however, of the displacement current,
i.e., an algebraic connection between the field intensity and
the current density was assumed. We consider here the same
problem with the displacement current taken into account.
The phase space of the system becomes thus three-dimensional, so that the ensuing possibilities are greatly increased.
We introduce the following notation: Ni is the density
of the impurity of the i-th type (i = 1,2), N = N , N,,
Ni = Ny,, n = Nx is the conduction-electron density,
N ; = Nxi is the density of the type-i impurity levels occupied by electrons, N, = Ny is the density of the shallow donors (with allowance for the possible compensation), ci
= si N -' is the coefficient of electron capture on a level of
type i in the absence of electron heating, and ni = Nv, are
quantities known in the statistics of electrons in semiconductors, with dimensionality of density, and depend on the position of the i-th level (the product ci ni describes the rate of the
thermal and optical electronic transitions from impurity
atoms of the i-th type into the band). The capture coefficients
under conditions of electron heating will be designated cif ;
in a homogeneous sample the functionsf can be regarded as
dependent on the electric field strength E = g L -'x, (gis
the emf of the dc battery, and L is the sample length along the
current). The recombination-kinetics equations for the dimensionless variables x and x , take then the same form as in
Ref. 1:

+

Where a = enp is the electric conductivity of the sample (n,
and possibly p , depends on E ), E* = E 4rCL /S, S is the
sample cross section, and R is the load resistance. Putting

+

4nL/c*SR=B, e ~ N s R L - l = a ,

(3)

we obtain for the dimensionless variable x ,
xs=B [ l - (l+ax)x3]q

(2')
Neglect of the displacement current corresponds to taking
the limit as srM(x)+ a,where s is the larger of the quantities
s, and s,, and T , is the effective Maxwellian relaxation time,
given by
9

3

.

aM-'(x)= ( 4 n / e a )[IS( I )+LISRl.

(4)

The value of x that must be substituted here depends on the
formulation of the problem (see § 5 below).
Equations (1)and (2)must be supplemented by the local
neutrality condition. The latter take in dimensionless variables the form
x,+x,+x=y.
Next, by definition,

8 2. SINGULAR POINTS
As can be seen from Eqs. (I), at any value of x , the
integral curves on the boundaries of the triangle OAB (see

,

The equation for the field intensity in the one-dimensional
problem considered by us is easily obtained from Maxwell's
equations. It is necessary only to take it into consideration
that the sample itself can have a capacitance C. It follows
from an examination of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1 that
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FIG. 1. Equivalent circuit corresponding to Eq. (2).
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This expression is valid at a sufficiently high donor density:
y- l ) ~ ~ f ~ - ~ .

5 3. STABILITY OF SINGULAR POINTS
We denote the solutions of the system (7)-(9)by x, ,xi,,
(i= 1,2, 3). We put
x'=xS+6x ( t ), xi=xi, s + 6 ~,,( t )
FIG. 2. Concerning the instability of infinity. The line AB is determined
by the equation x' + xZ = y. The arrows indicate the directions of the
integral curves (the lower arrow should be directed inward).

Fig. 2)are directed into the triangle. Next, as x,-+ oo we have

+

and note that according to (5) Sx = - (Sx, Sx,). We assume Sx, = Ci exp(At ) and carry out in (1)and (2)the standard linearization with respect to the Sxi . After elementary
but somewhat laborious algebra we obtain a secular equation
for the determination of the numbers A:

x, < 0. Thus, the infinity is absolutely unstable in the problem considered.
The singular points in the finite region are defined by
the equations

Herea, is given by Eq. (lo),in which it is necessary to replace

x and x, by x, and x,,~,
a,=

C

si[viyifi(~sfi+v~)-~+~.h+~iI+~
(I+ax.),

(15)

1=1,2

a z = s , s Z { y , v , f (, x , f , + v , ) -' ( x s f z +v z )+y2v2fL
( x s f L + v 3- )I
X ( ~ , f l + ~ l (j x+s f i + v l ) (xsf2+v2))+ p {sly'vif,(xsf,+vi)-'
x ( l + a x s - a x s , ,(~,)+s,~~,v,f,(r,f,+v,)- ' ( l + a x , - a x 3 , ,(pz)
+ ( I f a x ) [s2(xsfz+v,)+s, (x1f*+v,)I1.
(16)

Obviously, F (0)= 0, F+ a, as x-+ oo .
We shall be interested in the case when there is only one
singular point. To this end it suffices to have the function
F (x)monotonic: F1(x)> 0. It can be directly verified that this
is the case if (the meaning of the a, will be made clear in 9 3
below)

Obviously the condition that a, be positive does not contain
the parameter B.
We note two limiting cases in which the solution of (9)is
easily obtained.
a). High generation rate: let

Obviously, a , > 0 and the coefficients a, and a, can become
negative if at least one of the quantities p, or p, is positive
and is large enough. As can be seen from the definition (1I),
this corresponds to capture of carriers by a repelling impurity. Such a situation was investigated in its time in connection
with the domain-instability phenomenon5; here, however,
we are interested in a case in which this instability does not
occur.
A singular point is stable if all three roots of (14)satisfy
the condition Re A <0. According to the known Hurwitz
criterion, the necessary and sufficient conditions for this are
the inequalities

The first of them is always satisfied, the last can also be violated, but we are interested here in the case a, > 0. The second inequality of (17)can be reduced to the form (weomit for
brevity the subscript s of x):

x<vifl-'.

Then

The conditions for the applicability of this expression are
clear from its comparison with (12a).
b). Low generation rate: let
xBvtfi-'.
(12b)
Then
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(18)
In contrast to (lo),the inequality sign in (18)depends on the
value of fl (i.e., on the load resistance). Consequently the
condition (10)can in principle be made compatible with an
inequality inverse to (18).Using again the Hurwitz criterion,
we easily verify that the singular point considered is in this
case a saddle-node or a saddle-focus; the corresponding surface of the unstable motions is two-dimensional.
§ 4. EXPLICIT FORM OF THE INSTABILITY CONDITION

The instability condition obtained by reversing the sign
in (18)is too cumbersome in general. We simplify it by noting
that contributing to the onset of the instability are the values
P%sl,s,. We assume also for simplicity that the coefficient of
capture by level 2 depends relatively little on the field intensity (i.e., in final analysis, on the electron energy), leaving
only the terms with p,. The condition for the instability of
the singular point takes then the form

dln f i
< a r ( l + a x ) - ~ s i y . v , f * ( x f l +-'vi)
d~1

I

(19)
xa=(r+ar,-l

(heref, = 1)
When particularizing the inequality (19) it must be remembered that we assume the field and charge-density distributions to be spatially homogeneous. This can be ensured
by considering the conditions under which the sample differential conductivity a, is positive. This is certainly the situation in the case (13b) If the field dependence of the carrier
mobility is neglected (as is justified in fields that are not too
strong). The inequality (19)takes then the form

On the other hand, under the same assumptions the conditions a, > 0 yields

The inequalities (19')and (20)are compatible if

i.e., the cross section for capture by "passive" traps (type 2)
should not be too large. We note that inequalities (20) and
(21)become stronger with increasingf .
We assume for the sake of argument

,

Such an expression is naturally obtained, e.g., for sufficiently
weak fields, when 1/2yx,Z<l. In particular, under conditions when the generalized Davydov distribution6 is valid
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and the energy and momentum are respectively scattered by
longitudinal acoustic phonons and by a charged impurity,
we have7

Here W, is the Bohr energy in the crystal, T is the lattice
= 16s2/3npL',s is the speed of sound, and
temperature, EO2
pL is the mobility due only to scattering by longitudinal
acoustic phonons.
In the case (22),the inequalities (19') and (20)take the
form

and the condition for their compatibility is obtained from
(21)by setting f , equal to unity. The left-hand inequality in
(24)may turn out to be quite stringent. Actually the function
a [ l + a Cy - I)]-' does not exceed 4/27 Cy - 1)and we have
We note, however, that expresassumed that v1( Cy - 1)fi.
sion (22)is valid only under conditions close enough to equilibrium, i.e., this expression is the least advantageous in the
sense of realizing the instability condition. In stronger fields
the dependence of the capture coefficient on the field intensity becomes appreciably stronger (exponential) and the inequality (21)becomes much less stringent. An analysis of the
ensuing conditions calls, however, for specifying many factors and is apparently meaningful only as applied to specific
material. What matters to us is only that the situation considered is not as exotic as might appear at first glance.
§ 5. PHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES

Under conditions when the only singular point is a saddle-node or a saddle-focus, and infinity is absolutely unstable, only one possibility can be realized, namely an integral
curve that emerges at some initial instant of time from a
singular point (or its vicinity) should return to the same
place. In a two-dimensional case such a situation is impossible; in systems with phase space of more dimensions, however, it is admissible. We see that allowance for the displacement current turns out to be fundamental in the considered
problem, for otherwise we would obtain a dynamic system of
second order rather than third. According to the statement
made in § 1, the parameter that determines the role of the
displacement current is [ST, ( x ) ] - ', where x is the characteristic value of the dimensionless carrier density. In this case,
obviously, it is given by Eq. (13b).Thus, the stochastic instability considered above should vanish if

It was assumed above (4 4) that P%s,i.e., 47~L(E*SRS)-'%1.
Assuming as an estimate L = 1 cm, S = 1 cm2,E* = 20, and
s = lo7 sec-' (the last value may be an overestimate), we see
that the indicated strong equality is satisfied at R < lo2 0.
On the other hand, under the conditions indicated the lefthand side of (25) can become small if R%lOZ0, and
N, - N ) ~ * / 4 ~ e p s -101° cm-3 ( a t p = lo4 cm2/V.sec).
V. L. Bonch-Bruevich and L. V. Ki
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To avoid misunderstandings we note that the role of the
displacement current turns out to be so fundamental only in
a system with two types of impurity. If there are more than
two different types of capture the allowance for the displacement current is in principle not obligatory (although it may
remain important for quantitative reasons).
So long as the system has a solitary singular point of the
saddle-node or saddle-focus type, either periodic or stochastic periodic oscillations must occur in the system. Since in
fact there is always an "extraneous" noise not accounted for
in the dynamic system (I), (2), the later possibility seems
much more probable. It corresponds to open trajectories
that return to the region of the singular point. This should
manifest itself in observations as additional current noise.
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